Questions

1. Which countries are in the Six Nations?

2. After the 2018 competition, how many competitions will Italy have been involved in?

3. Which countries will Wales have to play during the competition?

4. How many minutes does one half of a match last?

5. If Wales scored five tries during a match, how many points will they have scored?

6. When two teams are playing each other, how many people are on the pitch including the referee?

7. In which month does the competition start each year?

8. In the 'How Does It Work?' section, what does the author mean by the phrase 'home ground'?

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

10. Why do you think they built a roof on the Millennium Stadium?

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
Questions

1. Which countries are in the women’s Six Nations?

2. After the 2018 competition, how many competitions will there have been?

3. How many matches will France need to play during the competition?

4. How many points do you get in total after converting a try?

5. If Wales win their first match and score three tries and also win their second match by scoring four tries, how many points would they gain from the two wins?

6. What is the points difference from the 2015 match that finished:       Italy 3     Ireland 26

7. Why has the author used an exclamation mark at the end of the text?

8. In the ‘How Does It Work?’ section, what does the author mean by the phrase ‘home ground’?
9. If Italy play Wales at home in Italy in 2018, where will Italy play Wales in 2019? Explain how you know.

10. Was there a women's Six Nations competition before 2007? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.
Questions

1. Which countries were the four ‘Home Nations’ of the first competitions?

2. In 2018, how many of these competitions will France have taken part?

3. How many matches will need to take place for all the six countries to play one another?

4. If the ball goes into ‘touch’, how does it get back into play?

5. If Wales win their first match and score three converted tries and also win their second match by scoring four converted tries and one non-converted try, how many match points from tries and conversions would they have earned in each match and how many points would they gain from the two wins?

6. Why do you think a trail points system has been introduced? What difference do you think bonus points will have to the way matches are played?

7. Why has the author used an exclamation mark at the end of the text?

8. In the terminology section, what does the word ‘possession’ mean?
9. If Scotland play Ireland at home in Ireland in 2018, where will Ireland play Scotland in 2019? Explain how you know.

10. When the players are in a scrum down, are they standing up? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.